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as a new type of force and try to End out more about it. OCR Output
small by about a factor l0! So we must accept the nuclear force”
Assuming a gravitational force gives an interaction potential too
.free magnetic moments are too small by a factor of about 100.
magnetic, for the bar-magnet forces between proton and neutron
force cannot be electrical, as the neutron is uncharged; nor can it be
the "nuclear" force holding neutron and proton together. This
mechanically, we must know or guess something about the nature of
Nature of forces. In order to discuss the deuteron quantum
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ones which we do know}
capable of being stated under the same forms as the lower
assuming that the higher laws which we do not yet know are




set of Fermions in strong interaction'?
the dynamical properties of a finite
How can we understand and describe
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if E*:140 MeV and N:40,
10% uncertainty
for instance if E*:81 MeV and N:256,
AT 1 T e (2/ N.E*)"‘*
further , since dE.d(1/T)=1,
which corresponds to T:-.8 MeV
total disapearance of nuclear binding is at E*/A around 8 MeV,
for instance if E*/A is 3 MeV , T is about 5 MeV
a : level density parameter (a = A/8 MeV·l)
T : temperature
with E* : excitation energy
E* = 8 . T2
under the assumption that the nucleus is a Fermi gas


Ec : Coulomb barrier of the emitted particle OCR Output
with T : temperature of the nucleus
P(E) dE : (E-Ec)/ T‘ . exp-((E-EC)/ T) dE
thermalised nucleus (from V.Weiskopf)
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T : temperature of the emitting nucleus OCR Output
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liouid-gas coexistence region. OCR Output
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mediate mass fragments OCR Output
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